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1. INTRODUCTION

The Alutor, an indigenous minority of Kamchatka in Northeast Siberia, have two different kinds of verbal charms (ivjanvon ‘protective’ and ujval ‘harmful’) that have been practised during the Soviet period and are still practised today. As most Soviet and Russian anthropological studies concentrated on material culture, Alutor charms were neither described in detail nor researched by ethnologists. This paper provides an overview of Alutor verbal charms and describes how people practise and transmit these charms in modern society. Since there is no writing system for Alutor and people usually use Russian for reading and writing, limited published materials on their folklore texts exist. Thus, my only research method was to interview native Alutor speakers. I recorded thirteen charm stories in Alutor with the help of Daria Andreevna Mulinaut (mulnawast) (1919-2011) from the village Wywenka, and some short charms with the help of Lidia Inkonenteva Chechulina (qiwntatayav) (born in 1957) from the village Anapka, which are partly annotated and translated into Russian with the help of Lidia. In addition, I collected information about practices and the transmission of charms through interviews with Lidia in Russian.

In the second section, I will give general information about the Alutor people and charms. In the third section, I will summarize previous studies on Koryak and Chukchi charms. In the fourth section, I will list the general characteristics of Alutor charms. In the fifth section, I will show the manner in which the charms are practised. In the sixth section, I will show how people transmit charms. In the seventh section, I will give some examples of Alutor charms as used in modern society. At the end of this paper, I will make final remarks. I will also give two charm stories in Alutor with English translations.

2. GENERAL INFORMATION ON THE ALUTOR AND THEIR CHARMS

The Alutor are an indigenous minority of Kamchatka in Northeast Siberia, with an approximate
population of 2000, 100 of which are fluent native speakers of the Alutor language. Alutor belongs to the Chukchi-Kamchatkan language family of the Paleosiberian group; other related languages are Chukchi, Koryak, and Kerek. Koryaks are divided into two groups according to their main subsistence activities: Reindeer Koryak and Maritime Koryak. The Alutor were formally included into the Maritime Koryak. Thus, most previous ethnographic studies did not distinguish the Alutor from the Koryak, and there are many cases in which the Alutor were described as the Koryak. Like the Maritime Koryak, the Alutor’s traditional subsistence activities comprise fishing, hunting, reindeer breeding, and gathering.

Although the Alutor have no professional shamans, charms are shared among a limited group of people. People who know charms are always admired and expected to help their fellow villagers. While protective charms can be passed to any community member, harmful charms are often restricted to close relatives, such as a mother and her daughters.

In addition to protective and harmful charms, Alutor has a series of rich phrases that are designated for ritual use. Rituals or offerings to sacred places such as rivers, hills, or capes are called inalvat ‘offering (to a sacred place)’, while those to fire are called inattil ‘offering (to fire)’. These rituals are often accompanied by phrases that, unlike charms, can be pronounced by any member of the community. The term for indicating such rituals, at the same time, may also be used for indicating the object being offered. Offerings are often made to bring good luck on one’s hunting or fishing trips, to bring good weather, to ensure a safe trip, etc.2.

Unlike previous ethnographic monologues of the Chukchi and Koryak, the present study uses the word ‘charms’ rather than ‘incantation’, although there is no specific emphasis placed on this decision. I define charms as special sets of words or sentences that are used to affect people’s real lives. Therefore, the term ‘charms’ in this paper can be replaced with the term ‘incantations’.

Protective and harmful charms have different primary stems. The word ivjanvnon ‘protective charm’ is derived from the verbal stem iv-, which indicates ‘to say’, accompanied by the derivational suffix -janv, indicating ‘[a] place for doing something’. Native Alutor speakers often translate the word as zagovory in Russian, distinguishing it clearly from harmful charms. The person who knows protective charms is called an ivjanvnlon, or ‘the one having protective charms’. The transitive verb ivjanvnot, meaning ‘to charm’, is derived from the nominal stem using the verbalizing suffix -at.

In contrast, the word ujval ‘harmful charm’ is a primary stem that can no longer be analysed. The Alutor people translate the word as koldovstvo or zaklinanie in Russian. Those who know harmful charms are called ujvalnlon, literally meaning ‘the one having harmful charms’.

2 As space is limited, I am not concerned with these specific rituals and phrases.
3. PREVIOUS STUDIES OF CHUKCHI AND KORYAK CHARMS

Among the ethnographic works examining the Chukchi and Koryak, Bogoras’s work provided the best description of their charms, including their methods of practice and transmission, and provided comparatively rich materials (Bogoras 1907/1975: 469-508). Bogoras is the only author who mentioned the Chukchi’s harmful charms, identifying them as *uiwel* (Bogoras 1907/1975: 471), which corresponds to the Alutor term *ujval*.

One shortcoming of his work, however, was a failure to distinguish between charms and other ritual phrases. This is mainly because Bogoras did not pay much attention to the difference in terminology in Chukchi. He introduced 14 categorized texts under the generic term ‘incantation’, although the texts included at least some magic formulas, and protective incantations accompanied with instructions, and one harmful incantation. The texts are listed below. All these texts are English translations, and the original Chukchi text is not provided. Instead, he gives 10 Chukchi-language incantations, with English translations in his 1910 study. Small letters indicate variations in each category.

(1) Chukchi incantations collected by Bogoras (1904-1909/1975: 496-508)

1. Incantation for taming Wild Reindeer-Bucks who have joined the Herd of Domesticated Animals (a), (b)
2. Incantation used on the Middle Anadyr in Hunting Wild Reindeer
3. Incantation for Hunting Sea-Mammals
4. Incantations for Improving Bad Weather
5. Incantations against the Coming of Kelet (a), (b), (c), (d), (e)
6. Incantation used to protect the Herd from the Hoof-Disease
7. Incantations against Attack by Wolves, to be used by a Herdsman
8. Incantations of Magic Medicine (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), (f), (g), (h), (i), (j), (k), (l), (m)
9. Incantations to bring back the Dying, (a), (b), (c)
10. Harmful Incantation
11. Love-Incantations (a), (b)
12. Incantation used by a Jealous Woman Against Rival.
13. Raven Incantation
14. Incantations against the Rivals in Foot-race, (a), (b)

Jochelson (1908/1975: 59-64) provides five charms in Koryak with English translations, but without Koryak terms for indicating that they are indeed charms. Interestingly, he ‘bought’ these charms from a practitioner during his stay in a Koryak village. All of his texts are comparatively short, and the largest consists of 18 sentences. The charms collected by Jochelson are listed below.
(2) Koryak incantations collected by Jochelson (1908/1975: 60-64)

1. Incantation for the Protection of a Lonely Traveler against Evil Spirits.
2. Incantation for Charming an Amulet for a Woman.
3. Incantation for the Treatment of Headache.
4. Incantation for the Cure of Swellings on the Arm.
5. Incantation for Rheumatism in Legs.

Among the above, healing charms (3, 4, 5) include many more sentences than the other two, and, as Jochelson pointed out, all texts make reference to the Creator and his family. These facts agree with the results of my observation of Alutor charms. Jochelson pointed out that incantations were transmitted from generation to generation, although he does not describe their method of practice.

Stebnitskii (2000: 205-211), who travelled to Kichiga³ in 1927, recorded three types of charms: those for headache prevention, stanching blood flow, and reconciliation with one’s girl- or boyfriend. However, Stebnitskii provided only Russian translations and, like other authors, omitted vernacular names that would indicate that they are actually ‘charms’.

4. CHARACTERISTICS OF ALUTOR CHARMS

Alutor protective charms differ in style according to their level of ‘strength’. Charms used for healing illnesses or injuries are considered the most forceful, and are not single phrases or sentences but complete narrative texts; other charms, which are considered to be ‘simple’, tend to be shorter. I recorded 13 ‘strong’ healing charms with the help of Daria Mulinaut, and translated four texts (1, 2, 3, 8) with the help of Lidia Chechulina.

(3) ‘Strong’ healing charms by Daria

1. To heal bone fractures or bruises
2. To treat tuberculosis
3. To treat rheumatism or polyarthritis
4. To treat enuresis and leakage of urine
5. To treat the common cold
6. To treat uterine prolapse
7. To return to a spouse following an act of infidelity
8. To treat haemorrhoids and anal prolapse
9. To treat eye troubles
10. To treat sudden illness in the tundra
11. To purify one’s home

³ The Kichiga dialect belongs to Alutor; thus, I have assumed that Stebnitskii recorded Alutor charms.
12. To protect against harmful charms
13. To ensure one’s safety

Each charm comprises 30 to 100 sentences, all of which are much longer than previously published Chukchi and Koryak charms; in contrast with ‘strong’ charms, however, ‘simple’ charms are an exception to this rule, and are phrases that consist of several words. All the healing-charm stories have fixed and stable plot structures, in contrast with ordinary, more complicated folklore texts. There are many healing-charm stories about the Creator, ‘Qutkynniaqu’, or animals that talk like human beings, as in other folktales.

(4) The typical plot structure of a healing charm
1. One of Qutkynniaqu’s children is injured or ill
2. Qutkynniaqu obtains magic items
3. Qutkynniaqu travels to another world
4. Qutkynniaqu finds supernatural animals or plants there
5. Qutkynniaqu asks a patterned question and receives an answer
6. Qutkynniaqu returns home with his findings
7. The child recovers and lives to a great age

As an example, I will provide the plot of a charm for healing bone fractures. The original text in Alutor is given at the end of the paper.

(5) Charm to heal bone fractures

One day, Qutkynniaqu’s child broke his leg (4-1). Then, Qutkynniaqu’s wife, Miti, asked him to heal the child. Qutkynniaqu asked Miti for the magic healing gloves that he had given her a long time ago when they had just married (4-2). Miti gave him the gloves, and then Qutkynniaqu shook a magic wand made of steel and was transported to another world (4-3).

There, he found an otter and a wolverine (4-4). He offered to show them a place where the earth had cracked open and hot lava erupted. They went there, and then the two animals began biting and clutching each other tightly.

Qutkynniaqu returned home with the animals (4-6) and placed them on the child’s leg together with a piece of reindeer fat. The child recovered immediately and became as fresh as a new-born baby. He lived to an advanced age and never again fell sick in his life (4-7).

---

Lidia calls ‘strong’ charms healing charms that consist of whole narrative texts, and calls ‘simple’ charms ones that consist of several phrases.
Charms generally include a question and answer, although they have been omitted from this particular example. For instance, Qutkynniaqu may ask an animal or plant what ailment it cures, and it may respond by naming a specific illness or injury. Similar questions and answers can be found in some of the Koryak charms in previous studies, although not in Chukchi charms.

I recorded a story in which Qutkynniaqu made three trips to retrieve the necessary magic items. A similar story was documented by Stebnitskii as well. In addition, I recorded two simple charms from Lidia, although unlike Daria’s healing charms, Lidia’s are structured as phrases and do not feature Qutkynniaqu or his family.

(6) Charm to prevent coughing
Swifts made nests on the seashore and the seawater washed away the dirt from the nests.

(Told in Russian by Lidia Chechulina, 2012-08-24, Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky)

(7) Charm for eradicating worries about a child being left behind
γόμμα αὴπъκροντανγεγογκ, γόμμεν ηάοκακ αὴπъκροντιγαγιογιο. Σαγόν μάνχε τόλιακ αὶ τίνγα τιν αταγκα.
‘I am a female wild reindeer, and my daughter is a wild reindeer calf. Wherever I go, nothing will happen to my daughter’.

(Told by Lidia Chechulina, 2012-08-24, Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky)

Lidia explains that her grandmother taught the first charm to her, and that the ‘nests’ represent lungs. The second charm was taught to Lidia by an elder female relative when Lidia was preparing to travel abroad, leaving her six-month-old baby behind. Lidia said that the charm helped her very much.

Another interesting fact about Alutor charms is that they can be treated as medicinal products. Thus, a practitioner may recite a story into his/her palms and then place them onto the body part that hurts, such as the back, stomach, or tooth. I have provided detailed descriptions of this in section 7.

5 The Practice of Charms
As mentioned above, protective charms can be used for healing sicknesses or injuries, stabilizing mental conditions, or resolving family disputes, while harmful charms can be used to invoke misfortune, illness, or even death. In some cases, both types of charms are used in conjunction with wooden or stone idols known as kalaku, which serve as guardian spirits. Almost all the Alutor have their own guardian (in Alutor kalaku), who wear clothes and are assigned proper names. Unlike toy dolls, which are never given eyes, guardians always are.

Lidia’s grandmother, Matrena, owned a wooden guardian with leather straps and beads
named *kalam̱hunav*, which she used whenever her children or grandchildren fell ill. It was later passed to Lidia’s mother, Evdokia, and then to her elder sister, Natalia. Because Natalia’s granddaughter suffered from severe illness throughout her childhood, Lidia believes that Natalia’s daughter took the guardian to practice healing charms and then kept it with her. It is worth pointing out that the guardian is passed down to the elder daughter of the family. In addition, any family member can borrow the guardian for a while and then return it after using it. Jochelson’s work contains a detailed description of guardians with many illustrations.

Lidia explains that both of her grandmothers possessed protective charms. Her paternal grandmother knew approximately 10 charms for the treatment of anal prolapse and other ailments, while Lidia admits to owning ‘a few’ charms herself. Lidia’s maternal grandmother possessed charms for coughs, headaches, liver disease, and postnatal care. When women gave birth to a baby, elder women were invited to practise charms for her early recovery. There is another charm for producing breast milk, and all of them help women after birth. When Lidia gave birth to a daughter in the 1990s, no elder women was alive, and so nobody could administer charms to her. She believes that this prolonged her suffering.

On many occasions, Lidia witnessed sick girls being brought to her grandmother for healing. In cases involving serious illness or injury, the patient is expected to pay the practitioner with hard, often metallic items such as beads, knives, or spoons. However, payment is not made immediately, but perhaps a year or more later.

### 6. The Transmission of Charms

Protective charms can be transmitted to anybody. Those who ‘possess’ charms are expected to share them with the community. If anybody asks a person with charms to share them, he or she should not refuse. There are no gender limitations either. In one instance, Lidia observed an elderly woman from another village transmit a charm to five younger women. The elderly woman began by making the younger women sit on the floor as she pronounced the charm once. The younger women then ‘caught’ the charm with the skirts of their parkas, and they memorized the charm for life.

In contrast, harmful charms are only transmitted to close relatives, such as from a mother to her daughter or from an aunt to a niece. It is assumed that some people possess harmful charms, and the person may put a curse on someone else so that the target will become ill or suffer some misfortune. Harmful charms are always practised solely at the possessor’s own wish, whereas protective charms are practised at a villager’s request.

Many elder women hide the fact that they possess charms, especially when approached by foreign researchers. I learned that some of my consultants possessed charms only after their deaths. Daria was the sole case that I could record, as one of my consultants (although she never admitted that she knew charms as well) strongly recommended that data be collected from her.
7. CASE EXAMPLES OF CHARMING
In this section, I give some recent examples of charming. The first example, from the winter of 2011, is provided by Lidia; with her assistance, I translated a charm supplied by Daria for healing bone fractures, and Lidia memorized the plot, which involved an otter and a wolverine that had bitten and clutched each other tightly. Upon injuring her back that winter, Lidia took a month to recover. She tried many different medicines and creams to alleviate her pain, but all were useless, so she tried to heal herself using the aforementioned plot. After reciting the plot into her palms, and then placing the ‘charm’ onto her back, Lidia fell asleep. When she woke up the following morning, the pain had disappeared.

The next example, provided by Daria, shows that Alutor charms can help even foreigners. In early 2000, a traveller from North America (whom I had met while conducting field research several days earlier) injured himself while trying to ski through the mountains near the village of Wywenka. However, he was injured on the way and was carried to the village, where he could not receive sufficient care because of the absence of a clinic. The villagers then asked Daria, who was well known for her healing abilities, to treat the man. The foreigner soon recovered after receiving treatment, and thanked Daria profusely for her services. He visited the village again the following year specifically to thank her.

8. FINAL REMARKS
In this paper, I provided some examples of Alutor verbal charms, and made the following points:

- The Alutor have two different categories of charms: protective and harmful.
- Protective charms vary in style according to their level of force and effect.
- Healing charms are the most forceful, and they comprise whole narrative texts rather than single phrases.
- Healing charms have a fixed plot structure.
- Native people preserved and practised their traditional charms during the Soviet era and continue to do so today.

Traditional knowledge of the Alutor people is declining year by year; this is related to changes in the use of their native language. Therefore, documenting this knowledge and describing it in detail is an urgent task.
APPENDIX: CHARM STORIES WITH ENGLISH TRANSLATIONS

[1] CHARM TO HEAL BONE FRACTURES

*Miti* came to *Qutkynniaq* and said,
— Oh, our son broke his leg! — or something, maybe an arm — Oh, our son broke his leg!
Well, it was *Miti* who said the words.
— It is only you who can go and find any kind of healing for the children.

TRANSLATION5

(Miti) came to Qutkynniaqu and said,
— Oh, our son broke his leg! — or something, maybe an arm — Oh, our son broke his leg!
Well, it was Miti who said the words.
— It is only you who can go and find any kind of healing for the children.

5 In Alutor, the subject and object of a sentence are frequently omitted. The omitted words have been placed in parentheses in the English translation to aid the reader’s understanding.
— When we began to live together ... where are those healing gloves from the time we were just married? Give them to me!

She gave them to him. Then the Old Man shook the magic metallic wand, and crossed into another world.

There he came upon an otter and a wolverine.

— Oh, you know, I found plenty of good food in the place where there is hot lava.

— Come on, show us!

He led them to a crack in the ground where there was hot lava. Then the two (animals) clutched each other head-to-head, and bit each other. Until they reached a very old age, and until they grew grey hairs, they bit each other head-to-head.

— I shall bring it (= the healing) to Miti and say, ‘I found good healing’.

He brought those two (animals).

— Here you are. They are biting each other. Put them and a piece of reindeer fat where is the leg broken.

They bit each other forever, until they reached a very old age. It (=the healing) led the son to the same degree (of health) as a new-born baby. And it (=the healing) led him to the age of grey hairs and walking with a stick. It healed him.

— Here you are, Miti, I brought home the healing.

Well, nowadays ... Well, they are biting each other forever. That is all.

Indeed, it healed him. It healed our little son so that he could drink and eat happily. And it (=the fracture) is healed.

(Alutor text was translated into Russian by Lidia Chechulina, 2011-02-25, 26)

[2] Charm to treat tuberculosis

ŋe əŋin əkkipil/t šalšalši.
— tinγa əvakkipil/aqiwawa əqəmirutəla naran apil/yokijirutəla.naran apil/yokijirutəla, əqəmirutəla.
ŋe əŋin əŋpəqəlavul nam.
— tok qun maja ɣəliktəsemənəɣət, inɬənsəmyənəɣət, turənakvinka inɬənsəmyənəɣət?

jəlnina əŋina,wałviʃtəqal tədınən, pəəwəntəpiqəviʃənaŋ akəmnin, piqəviʃəti təɾɾətəɣənaŋ pəəwəntəpiqəviʃənaŋ.

vəʃəntə tel rəmətəkəliŋə. qu ninma jəqəmənaŋwə ɣəliktəmələtəw nəqəmətə, ɣəliktəməŋki ɣəliktəməɾəʃəzəʃəlaŋət.
— qənim əŋpəqəlavuliyət təqəqəɾəɔətəkən ataqəɾəŋəʃət wəðə. apəəmyəɾəawəninmiʃəkə təʃək al ataqəɾəŋəkə.
— aqivwaka = qi akkapil' qa'n'mirut'la naran apil' yok'jiruta. aqivwaka rattawi yapassalaŋ.
— mureŋ waj iyom'jinamuru.
— man'kot qen' tan'santalqi.
— qun waj yom qinakmityi. tinanretateŋ amwojita qet'anrunq pilyŋ. amwojita tanrunq'n pilyŋ.

Təsəl'hin yol'itkəmil'utap teləŋ. əng qun ninma qa'nunin sivəl'ọŋuk rətaq'ap'hsiswənu sopta. sivəl'ọŋuk qa'nunin naŋa valəŋədəŋ qa'nuyji piwtaŋi emiŋ qa'nmirut apil' yok'jirut. piwtaŋi naŋa valəŋədəŋ eniŋ sivəl'ọŋuk qa'nunin. qa'nuyk'qa'nun sivəl'ọŋuk rətaq'ap'hsiswənu sopta puntakina, ləŋiŋkina sopta təsəl'ŋuŋu. sivəl'ọŋuk qa'nuyk (nin) naŋa valəŋəŋ piwtaŋi piwtaŋiŋənkən.

— tu vitku nam təmallaşulatəŋ.

Əng qa'nunin kirawasək junin. təretainin qa təsəl'hiŋ junin. amwojita tanrunq'n pilyŋ qun kaŋypəŋ. amwojita tanrunq'n ankaŋayaŋka qa'nunin yol'itkəmil'utap təsəl'inin. təsəl'inin qa'nunin.

Quninma qa'nunin sivəl'ọŋuk naŋam piwtaŋiŋəken əŋ. taq'maŋkaqin taqapil' yok'jiruta naŋam piwtaŋiŋəken qa'nuyji valəŋərəŋ.
— tok, jaqqe qun yiva, təmallaşulatəŋ.

Təretainin qa'nunin təsəl'inin. tinaŋ qa'niŋ yiva naŋam sivəl'ọŋuk'qinvinin iwəŋ junat. inə qa'ni təməxaŋənnin. əntəluaŋək qa'nuyji.
— tinaŋ qa'niŋ yiva mə təmiti.

Qa'sən inma tərnaraqtinəŋ tələnina rətəwwi. soptaq rətəwwi, soptaq so'raqəyən qəla'wəŋən tərnaraqtinəŋ tələnən. man'kot kənresa qəntəkrəv. ləŋiŋənəŋ tələnən. enəqə tivəmkəmiŋən tələnən.
— tinaŋ qa'niŋ yiva mə təmiti.

(Recorded from Daria Mulinaut, Wywenka, 2002-02-27)

TRANSLATION

When a young son or daughter becomes ill.

The daughter becomes ill with tuberculosis or bronchitis.

The old man again begins (to say).

— Where are my healing gloves? Where are the healing gloves from the time we were just married?

(Miti) gave the gloves (to her husband). He took his crow parka and metallic wand. He shook the metallic wand, and wore it on his belt.

He passed into another world. Indeed, he came upon Hares of the Hot Sun that lay flat under the Hot Sun, and they asked him:
— Hey Old Man, what kind of reindeer do you herd, although you have never herded reindeer? Since you don’t have a lot of trouble, don’t herd reindeer.
— Oh, my little son fell ill with tuberculosis and suffers from a sore throat. His lungs are infected completely.
— We exist for such (ills).
— What should I do?
— Take me with you. Take me to your home, and expand the throat by breathing into it. Expand the throat by breathing into it.

(He) put the Hare of the Hot Sun there (into the throat). The Hare began to lap up all of the alveolar ducts. The Hare began to drink up, and then the tuberculosis and soreness of the throat began to spout from the anus. (The ills) began to spout from the anus when the Hare began to drink. All the ills of the liver and heart began to spout from the anus. When the Hare began to drink, all began to spout from the anus.
— It’s good that I found you!
Then he put it (=the hare) under his parka. He brought it (=the hare) home, and approached the patient. He expanded the throat and trachea by breathing into it. He carefully put the Hot-Sun-Hare into the throat with breathing. He put it (=the Hare).

Indeed, the hare began to drink up (the illness) and it (=the illness) spouted from the anus. All tuberculosis in every place began to spout from the anus.
— Well, it is good that I found you.
He brought it (=the hare) home, and put it into (the throat).
Then, until now it (=the hare) drank up (the illness), until the child reached a very old age. It (=the hare) healed him (= the son) immediately. It (=the illness) began to spout from the anus.
— Well, it’s O.K., Miti.
Indeed, his lungs became as fresh as a new-born baby’s. His lungs and all organs became as fresh as new-born baby’s. As if they brought him down (from the upper world). They felt relieved. It (=the hare) led him to the age of walking with a stick.
— Well, it’s O.K., Miti.

(Alutor text was translated into Russian by Lidia Chechulina, 2011-02-25, 26)
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